Naturopathic physicians are trained extensively in pharmacology, including drug-to-drug and drug-to-herbs interactions. Their training includes managing patients’ medications and coordinating prescription medications with herb/nutritional supplementation.

Polypharmacy is an area of concern for elderly patients. Approximately 13% of the population-at-large are over the age of 65, yet they account for 30% of all prescriptions written. Alarmingly, most older Americans take an average of three to five medications.¹ They are also more likely to suffer from an adverse drug event due to inappropriate or ineffective prescribing. In a study of more than 150,000 elderly patients, 29% had received at least one of 33 potentially inappropriate drugs.² The estimated rate of harmful drug interactions is 6% for patients with two medications to as high as 50% if patients are taking five or more medications.³

In addition, researchers have increasingly reported on cases of excessive or inappropriate use of herbal dietary supplements. Some have called this problem ‘polyherbacy’. Naturopathic physicians are skilled in protecting against polyherbacy.